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About This Game

You can get the patch in community

This is a SIM game, you need to struggle as a villager, start your new life in the town.
But it seems the "town" has some secret...

Feature of this Game

3 actress with more than 6 H scene, and more will be added
you can pick fruit, go fishing, crafting or stealing to make money

then you can buy house, farmland, learn new skills, get powerful equipment...
and explore the secret of this "town"

About Actresses
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Ellie 18 years old
The mayor
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Catherine 22 years old
The hotel operator
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Luna 38 years old
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Your character will look like hes compensating for something but at least youll have pretty guns. It's got potential. If only we
could do something about the shotguns one-shotting Zombies, it would be a wonderful game.

I like the fact that clearly, the missions are meant to have some challenge to them; sacrificing individuals to kill stronger
enemies, luring enemies out, using the arch-types effectively is a MUST.
I also like the fact that the arch-types reanimate their foes, it's nice to know that when my Speed Zombie is cutting a swath of
death through SWAT soldiers, it's fallen prey will revive and help continue the fight.
I /LOVE/ the fact that the Humans retain their appearance they had when alive, as Zombies, rather than relying on a single
model.

However, I have a few problems with the game:

AI: I dislike how the Zombies act like foolhardy lemmings and just all charge a nearby enemy without me saying so, it's a pain
in the♥♥♥♥♥to try and keep them from rushing out of cover and being mowed down accordingly, it's also a pain to get a large
group through a door in a timely manner.

Weapon Balancing: Shotguns are more powerful at range than Assault Rifles. WAT. I'd understand if it's like, a one-hit up
close, but the range of shotguns is just annoying as all hell.

But, overall, it is a game with potential, and while it has problems, it's considerabley better than most other Indy strategy games,
and I look foward to tracking this as it updates accordingly.. Respectfully in my opinion this game doo doo.. This is a fun little
game where you get to play as a 911 dispatcher. Manage resources as more than one call comes in. But don't forget to read the
description as sending one unit to a gang shoot out can be costly. The major flaw of the game is that once you complete the
campaign there is very little replay value as the voice over calls become repetitive rather quickly. At $3.74 this game is a great
purchase even with no replay value. I wouldn't recommend it at full retail price.. It always dissapoints me when I have to write a
negative review (in fact, I think I've only written two of them), but this game deserves it. Not because it's broken, no (even
thought it is), but because it's been literally abandoned. If you go to the forums, you'll see a post from the dev explaining the
situation, and how he received a lot of hate and such, which is why he decided to abandon it. He even took down the game only
for it to reappear later, and made a post telling people not to buy it. On one hand, that seems reasonable; as he didn't try to scam
anyone by selling a broken game. On the other, simply abandoning a project because some people disliked it or whatever isn't
correct, in my opinion.

Now, to properly get into a review, and talk about the actual game, there's not much to say. Pretty much the whole game is
broken or buggy. The main menu has overlapping buttons, and none of them work, other than the Multiplayer and Exit buttons.
I guess the dev wanted to add a singleplayer campaign but never got around to it. When you get to multiplayer, it's fairly simple:
pick a class, pick a side, and off to battle with you. It doesn't offer much, as there's only two maps, and a handful of gamemodes
typical for most shooters: capture the flag, team deathmatch, and free for all. I tried the capture the flag one, as there weren't
any active servers, and picking up the enemy flag (represented by a flag on a large flagpole) actually had you carrying the whole
flagpole, which simply followed you around.

All in all, this seems like a really early concept for a game that never got off the ground.. I have played all of the Nascar games
and this one is the best yet. Can it still be improved? Of course but show me software that doesn't though. Great guys and keep
up the good work. Much better than last years version.. Carenado's Cessna 172N Skyhawk II is a great first-payware plane.
When the 172N was being produced, customers were able to customize the 172N's panel however they liked it. Whether basic
6-pack gauges for basic VFR flying, or full blown IFR set with full radio and autopilot. However, Carenado decided to make
this a VFR plane. Right off the bat, I will warn you that there is no autopilot, and it has basic navigation instruments and a basic
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radio. This is basically one of the perfect hands-on VFR airplane. But considering how damn stable the airplane is, with the right
amount of trim, she'll fly just fine without control imputs and without autopilot either. I haven't flown IFR yet (IRL and in
FSX), so I don't know if this plane is IFR suitable, but it might just be able to perform IFR flight, considering it has nav
frequencies and a VOR\/OBS instrument.

Pros:

Beautiful model and textures

Very stable and forgiving

Wonderful for VFR flying, especially cross-country

Some features in the cockpit are movable\/clickable such as the windows, sun shades, passenger seat, baggage door, etc.

Excellent sounds

Easy to fly

Goes great with accu-feel

Wheel pants are added, and you can choose a texture that doens't have them

Haven't found any bugs with the plane yet
Cons:

Basic gauges and radio stack

No autopilot

Can't swap radio frequencies

No heading bug on heading indicator (this drove me insane a first)

Panel night light is too bright

Flies almost too stable, and has a flying-on-rails feel to it sometimes (accu-feel can kinda fix this)

If you put the plane in a intentional spin, it will spin out of control and basically goes crazy if you hold it into a
spin too long.
Overall this is a great first-payware plane and I highly recommend it if you are the type that loves VFR hand-
flying and cross-country trips. This is also great for basic training.

I give this 172N a 9\/10
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Atelier Lydie & Suelle is incredibly charming and relaxing. With opulent costumes, lovable characters, a pleasant soundtrack,
and gorgeous environments (although the graphics do have a slightly low-tech/console feel to them--not that I personally mind
that), it offers refreshingly low-impact and enjoyable grinding/crafting/dungeon-crawling gameplay.

Essentially, this is the ultra-feminine Bob Ross of video game experiences. Low-key, chill, and charmingly sweet to a
therapeutic degree. Who doesn't love a little Bob Ross every now and then? Basically, highly recommended.. This game is
amazing so far, ever since i got this game its the only one ive been playing. you can farm, craft (alot of stuff) and as you level
those crafting skills you unlock more stuff, capture monsters (well more like summon monsters), exploration, day and night
cycles, breeding and the list goes on.

it does sometimes lag or freeze for a few seconds but that didnt stop me from enjoying the game, totally worth the money.. Stop
whatever you are doing and buy this game!! The atmosphere and sense of presence are second to none and the action is beyond
intense. Games like this are why I know VR is more than just a fad. Play this game with a bit of Bob Marley in your system and
you are truly transported to another dimension. Thank you devs for this amazing VR gift! :-). awesome, killer feels threatening.
The game is awesome but there's a few things that I can think of to make the game better:
* Implement a challenge mode
* The music is awesome include a few more tracks
* The shield is the worst powerup because it prevents you from increasing your combo since it knocks cars away from you, it
should increase your combo everytime you hit a car
* More powerups\/malus in general
* More cars and more colors
* I could not see what power up I had when I was in first person view

I love the game though its fun to play when you just wanna chill out y'know.. A cute little simulation game. I wouldn't pay the
full price ($10), but I believe I made an okay deal when I got it for $5 on sale. The game doesn't offer too much gameplay time
(aka replay value is pretty low, at least until they release more type of plants and maybe more extra stuff, if they ever do), but
again - for $5 it's pretty much a fair deal. It's definitely not worth any more than that, though.
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